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Abstract. Organizations study competitors to gain insights into what extent
their processes are compliant to processes of other ones. Business process
models are usually described in documents and their elements can be extracted
by semantic technologies such as process-based text mining method. Business
analytics provides a powerful tool to analyze competitors’ identified processes
through dashboards. Educational institutions gain competitive advantage by
establishing international partnerships. They must improve their processes to
become more attractive to students. This paper presents a general method using
semantic technologies to enhance the examination of competitors’ processes and
their application in internationalization strategies.
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1 Introduction

Organizations must be aware of how their competitors behave on the market. Usually,
it is difficult to investigate this behavior directly and explicitly. News, speeches, studies
about companies can be applied to detect behavioral symptoms on the market (such as
acquisition strategies, digitalization endeavors and so on). Organizational and opera-
tional rules contain information about business processes fit to organizational strate-
gies. Nowadays, the digital transformation wave poses effects on every knowledge-
intensive organization and makes them committed to improve their processes and
modify their operational rules. New ideas, best practices can be captured from these
kind of published documents. Business analytics toolset is a powerful instrument to
analyze competitors’ operations through organizational documents. Nevertheless, it
would also provide us opportunities to look into what processes have already been
transformed by others and in what extent.

This study addresses the important questions of process analysis and investigates
whether and to what extent processes of an organization are matched with processes of
their competitors. Different approaches are available to reach this goal. Business pro-
cess management tools have built-in functions to compare business process models
with each other. Competitor analysis can be carried on literature reviews, secondary
data analysis out, but these activities require mainly human efforts to solve the problem.
However, our approach is based on processing organizational documents with semantic
technologies such as process ontologies, because we assume that business process
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models can be extracted from their descriptions with using semantic text mining
algorithms [1, 2]. Our method (see in Fig. 1) starts with business process modelling
phase in Adonis.

In our approach the concept of process ontologies plays a key role on the scene of
competitor analysis. Process ontologies have no precise definition in the literature.
Some approaches refer to process ontology as a conceptual description framework of
processes [3]. Process ontologies are abstract models from this point of view. Task
ontologies determine a smaller subset of the process space, the sequence of activities in
a given process. Meanwhile the domain ontologies focus on catching the essence of
each object of the world and their connections. Process ontology identifies all the
artefacts that describe a process, regardless of whether they are structured or not. It
allows to build all process elements clearly and unambiguously, linked with the domain
ontologies containing specific enterprise concepts.

Hence, they serve as an appropriate basis to capture implicit and explicit semantics
of process models hidden in documents. Transformation of business process models
into process ontologies makes it possible to process documents in semantic manner.
XSLT transformation was used in our previous work, but it ensured us just a semi-
automatic method, hence a new Java program was created to make this transformation
more automated.

After the model transformation a process-based text mining stage in Python is
responsible for identifying process elements in the documents. Text mining is usually
considered as a specialized area of data mining but sometimes it just enhances data
preparation steps in data mining projects. Its main purpose is to identify patterns within
texts. Different approaches are differentiated based on the objective of text mining
process and the nature of used methodology. General text mining process contains
steps of preparing corpus, pre-processing texts, generating and selecting feature which
are followed by data mining steps and interpretation of results [4]. Pre-processing
methods usually include collecting multiple documents, tokenizing text contents into
individual terms/words, eliminating stop words (e.g. pronouns), identifying root/stem
of words and using statistical methods for calculating TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse
document frequency) to determine the importance words in collections [5]. Text

Fig. 1. Our method
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clusters can be created based on the strengths of relationships between extracted
expressions. Ontology learning generates elements of domain ontologies from various
kinds of resources with applying natural language processing and machine learning
techniques [6]. It relies on statistical, rule-based or mixed methods [7]. According to
Kő and Gillani [8] process models provides the contexts, but domain ontologies are
applied to extract knowledge by Our process-based text mining method uses prepro-
cessing techniques, n-grams as most likely connected word pairs and the structure of
process models to create a dashboard for visualizing the results of process matching.
All phases will be described in more detail during presentation of our business case.

This paper presents this general method using semantic technologies to enhance the
analysis of competitors’ process in the respect of a given business process. Having
presented our method, the second section introduces related theoretical works in the
field of semantic business process modelling. The third section presents how our
method works in practice. The case of the research grant application process was
selected to illustrate the applicability of this method as a proof-of-concepts. Limitations
and future research steps are highlighted in the fourth section.

2 Related SBPM Researches

The usage of Semantic Web technologies like reasoners, ontologies, and mediators add
a completely new viewpoint to business process management. This approach is known
as semantic business process management (SBPM) [9]. Process mining is one of its
related subdomains.

Process mining deals with data of actual process execution stored in event logs,
transactional data etc. “to discover process models, check the conformance of process
models to reality and extend or improve process models” [3].

Three common classes of process mining techniques can be summarized as follows:

• Process Analysis. The goal of process analysis and process monitoring is to
monitor process runs and to analyze their executions with using business intelli-
gence tools. It supports business analysts in identifying deviations in processes and
corrective measures to redesign suboptimal processes.

• Semantic Process Mining. Process mining includes techniques to extract process
models from logs. It focuses on the automatic discovery of information from event
logs without a predefined model. The importance of process mining in BPM is
widely acknowledged as an important and unavoidable analysis tool to aid the (re-)
design and the (re-)configuration of process models. Current process mining tech-
niques are already quite powerful and mature. However, the analysis they provide
are purely syntactic.

• Cross-Organizational Conformance Checking. Conformance Checking refers to
algorithms for verifying whether logs follow the predefined behavior expressed in
process model or not. These algorithms require the process model and its instances
as well. The main advantage of ontologically defined process instances and models
is that they improve the interoperability between information systems.
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Organizations aspire to learn from others on how they adapt their processes towards
improvement [10]. Process benchmarking, however, is mainly a manual process,
requiring the involvement of experts to collect and interpret process-related data [11].
A main problem is that processes are often modeled on different levels of granularity.

Several approaches were elaborated to combine Business Process Management
with Semantic Web technologies [12, 13].

In the context of BPR, organizations compare business process models to identify
operational correspondences and differences. The approach for measuring the degree of
similarity considers linguistic and behavioral aspects of process models to calculate a
degree of similarity [14].

There are other works on measuring similarity between semantic business process
models. A business process may be modeled in different ways by different modelers
utilizing the same modeling language. An appropriate method for solving ambiguity
issues in process models caused by the usage of synonyms, homonyms or different
abstraction levels for process element names is the use of ontology-based descriptions
of process models [15]. This method describes high-level Petri nets in OWL (Web
Ontology Language) [16].

Our approach focuses on extracting information from documents instead of logs.
Our process-based text mining uses a generic algorithm - extracting business processes
from documents using predefined process structures as heuristics. Similarity measures
of process models will be useful metrics in a later phase of this research.

3 Case Study: Research Grant Process

Higher education institutions want to rise to higher place in global rankings to become
more famous and attract more international students. Internationalization is getting paid
more attention because it provides competitive advantages on national and international
scene. The number of participations on international research and conferences reflect
the intensity of scientific activities at a university. The Research Committee’s mission
is to create and strengthen enabling conditions for research activities at the international
academic level. The research grant application process at our university provides a
good basis to apply our method to it and analyzing its matching with the process of
other educational institutions. Application time period for this grant is continuous, the
evaluation of any complete applications shall be made in five working days. Automatic
acceptance is given up to the budget frame, if the application meets the requirements of
the Research Committee.

3.1 Business Process Model

In the Process modeling phase the previously described business process have been
implemented on the BOC ADONIS platform1. The business process model, the
working environment, the document model and the IT system model have been

1 ADONIS is a BPM tool created at the University of Vienna.
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specified. The logical shell of the business process model with the core objects (e.g.
task) has been created. The input and output data, the IT system information and the
responsible role from the organogram have been linked to the activities (Fig. 2).

3.2 Transforming BPMN Models (BPMN to OWL)

To represent the business model in the ontology, the representation of ADONIS model
language constructs and the representation of ADONIS model elements have to be
differentiated. ADONIS model language constructs are created as classes and properties
and the BPMN model elements can be represented through the instantiation of these
classes and properties in the ontology. The linkage of the ontology and the ADONIS
model element instances is accomplished by the usage of properties.

For the transformation process, a prototypical software tool was developed, which
transforms a BPMN2.0 into an OWL format. The resulting file contains a partial
ontology including classes and individuals of the input file. Every node of the BPMN
diagram represents a class and has a parent and can have multiple attributes. All nodes
are classes. The top-level class is owl:Thing and contains the six child-classes Doc-
uments, IT_system, Roles, Research_Grant_Application, Start_ and End_Event. The
Research_Grant_Application class contains the task elements of the BPMN 2.0
specification. The Check_Data_and_Linked_Documents class is one example of
BPMN nodes. The developed BPMN ontology contains BPMN elements with their
attributes and model associations (see Table 1).

Fig. 2. The BPMN model of our case study
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3.3 Process-Based Text Mining

The first step of our text mining process was the corpus creation. Descriptions about
research grant application processes published by educational institutions were col-
lected by a Pyhton2 scraper. The script uses beautifulsoup, urlib, re, time Python
libraries to download hits provided by the Bing search engine. ‘Conference’, ‘Grant’,
‘Funding’, ‘University’ keywords were applied to identify related descriptions pub-
lished on the Internet. Ten other announcements were downloaded manually besides
this repository. After reviewing this collection containing 57 descriptions, we detected
that our searching method and keywords would be refined to find more relevant hits in
the future. At the end, the repository was separated into two datasets with 11 and 8
elements. These datasets contained announcements published by universities in the US
and outside US to facilitate regional analysis as well.

Table 1. Overview of BPMN-OWL correspondence

BPMN OWL

Structure Current value

OWL classes

process super class
of tasks

Research_Grant_Application

subclass of
Start_Event

task subclass of
process

Check_Data_and Linked_Documents
Check_Permission
Choice_Application_Type
Data_Validation
Evaluation_and_Voting
Filling_out_the_Application_Form
Notification
Registration

adonis:target C_ROLE class subclass of
Roles

Administrator Applicant
Research_Board Research-
Committee

adonis:target C_DOCUMENT class subclass of
Documents

Application_Form
Cost_Calculation Travel_Form

adonis:target
C_INFRASTRUCTURE_ELEMENT
C_SERVICE class

subclass of
IT_system

Workflow_system

OWL object properties

sequenceFlow followed_by owl:ObjectProperty

adonis:relation
RC_REFERENCED_INPUT_DATA_OPTIONAL_M

input_data owl:ObjectProperty

adonis:relation
RC_REFERENCED_OUTPUT_DATA_OPTIONAL_M

out_data owl:ObjectProperty

adonis:relation
RESPONSIBLE_FOR_EXECUTION

responsible_for_execution owl:ObjectProperty

adonis:attribute
A_ORDER

order owl:ObjectProperty

2 Python Programming Language: https://www.python.org/.
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Text pre-processing steps were executed in the second stage. Process ontology
resulted from the BPMN to OWL transformation was handled by our Python script
uses owlready2 Python package. Class names of the process steps, documents and roles
were collected from this ontology and textblob functions were used in preprocessing
the corpus. Bigrams meaning a sequence of two adjacent elements were extracted from
each description. The name of process ontology elements was split into words and
lemmatized and the collections sets of n-grams were filtered by these terms. For
example, in the case of Application Form document, all bigrams containing at least
application or form word were gathered. This procedure was iterated in the case of each
process steps, documents and roles. Having created these lists, the intersection of
remained bigram lists of a given process step and a document was determined to
generate and select feature e.g. [‘evaluation’, ‘application’] bigram was identified by
the ‘Evaluation and voting’ process step and by the ‘Application form’ document. All
bigrams from the intersection list, their related process step and document were stored
in a CSV file in the case of each announcing institutions. This step was repeated for
process steps and roles as well.

3.4 Analytics

Having executed these pre-processing and feature generation procedures in the case of
datasets about universities of the US and universities outside the US, Tableau3 business
analytics tool was used to discover interesting information about the research grant
application process of each institution. Corvinus Business School operates an online
application platform4 to make this process more flexible. One aim of this process
matching was to detect the degree of automatization at each university.

Three charts were created to investigate which documents are required, which the
executive roles are and which documents are transmitted in each process steps at our
competitors. A dashboard was composed from these diagrams to provide a toolset for
stakeholders. All charts can be filtered on a given university. The following figure
presents that application form is transmitted during this process in the case of five
universities. After filtering data on Indiana University Bloomington (IUB) we can see
that they use application website to enhance this process and a board makes the
decisions. At Corvinus Business School online application platform is used and the
Research Committee deals with the internal grant applications. These findings indicate
us that the process of IUB might be similar to ours, it is worth checking later (Fig. 3).

We do scrutinize the following chart (see A part of Fig. 4) to gain deeper insights
into what extent the processes of our competitors are automatized. It reveals that
Cornell University requires PDF form and DAAD Office prefers online application.
These universities are from US and we need to examine the cases of universities
outside the US to get a broader overview about this area (see B part of Fig. 4). The
results of this process-based text mining do not reveal any signs of automatization in
the case of non-US universities.

3 Tableau: https://www.tableau.com/.
4 Corvinus Business School Online Application platform: http://workflow.business.research.uni-
corvinus.hu/.
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4 Limitations and Future Research

This paper highlighted a solution to analyze competitors’ processes extracted from
business documents with using BPMN to OWL Java-based transformation program
and process-based text mining. A general algorithm was developed to transform
business process models into process ontologies. It was written in Java and it can be
parameterized hence it replaces the XSLT transformation in a more sophisticated way.

Fig. 3. Dashboard to analyze competitors’ processes

Fig. 4. Transmitted documents per US and outside US university
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BPMN elements and their connected OWL model elements were also presented to
enhance future development in this field.

A text mining algorithm written in Python showed how competitors’ document can
be processed based on a reference process model.

This research in the current stage has several limitations. Corpus collected by Bing
search engine needs to be refined, cleansed in the future. Same words in the name of
different process elements result the duplicates of bigrams - e.g. [‘application’, ‘form’]
was identified by the Choice Application Type process step and the Application Form
document as well – hence the Count Distinct function was applied to present data on
charts. Nevertheless, this paper presented that the concept is acceptable and applicable.
However, it is necessary to improve this method to make competitor analysis more
effective, accurate and automatized. We are planning to modify our corpus collection
method, the names of process elements, validate our BPMN to OWL transformation
procedure, extend our text mining algorithm with semantic-based relationship mining
[1, 2] or SVM-based algorithms.
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